System overview
Use economic blank labels and just print what you need when you need it with our simple, cost effective RepliTrax™ system. You don’t need a PC or software, just our all-in-one complete printer. A great way to eliminate expensive pre-printed labels.

Print DIN labels
When printing DIN labels, place them directly on the unit bags or attach the labels to a tag.

Print individual DIN labels for your paperwork, rather than handwriting the donation number. Just scan and print as many times as you need. You’ll no longer have to worry about transposing numbers.

No need for costly label sets as you only print what you need.

Leukoreduction
Scan and print low-cost blank labels for satellite blood bags. Easy as 1-2-3:

1. Scan the original DIN
2. Print replication set as desired
3. Apply the label you just printed

Single ply labels less likely to fall off bag in centrifuge

Digi-Trax® labels adhere and remain legible when exposed to freezing, waterbath, repeated abrasion and disinfecting. Our adhesives meet CFR 21, Sec. 175.105 and have been tested negative for bag leaching.

A perfect labeling solution for:
- Microscope slides
- Test tubes
- Donation Identification Numbers (DINs)
- Transfusion verification ID bands

For more information and pricing, contact Digi-Trax at 800-356-6126 or e-mail us at info@digi-trax.com